
Contact Information

Phone: +31 13 577 0408

Address

Kapitein Hatterasstraat 52

5015 BB Tilburg, Netherlands

Closest airports

Amsterdam (AMS): 116 km from plant

Tilburg Operations
About Tilburg

The Tilburg plant is located in the southern 
Dutch province of North Brabant, in the  
geographical center of Benelux. With three  
train stations and an hour and a half from  
Amsterdam or Brussels by car, Tilburg is a  
logistical hub in Central Europe.
 
The Tilburg Fun Fair is held in July annually and 
is the largest festival in Benelux. Additionally, 
Tilburg offers a number of cultural attractions, 
like museums and public art installations. Large 
forests and public parks also make Tilburg a 
destination for outdoor activities.

Site Information
Production started in 2006.

Site Area: 10,000 m2

Workforce: Approximately 65
employees and contractors

Safety and Environmental
Certifications

ISO 9001

TS16949

The Tilburg plant produces  
high-quality PA66 compounds for 
automotive, industrial, commercial 
and consumer applications.

Ascend Performance Materials is  
a premium provider of high-quality 
chemicals, fibers and plastics.  
Ascend is one of the world’s largest 
integrated PA66 producers, with  
its own in-house manufacturing  
facilities, ensuring total secu-
rity of supply. Ascend’s product 
range has earned it an unequalled 
reputation for quality, innovative 
techniques  and an enlightened 
approach to business that expands 
the horizons of possibility. With 
eight global locations and more 
than 3,200 people working at our 
sites around the world, Ascend has 
the inspiration, the expertise, the 
people and the attitude toward in-
novation to consistently deliver the 
right solution for customers.

North America
1010 Travis Street, Suite 900
Houston, TX 77002 USA
+1 713 315 5700

Europe
Watson & Crick Hill Park
11, rue Granbonpré - Bâtiment H 
B-1435 Mont-St-Guibert 
Belgium
+32 10 60 8600

Asia
Unit 3602, Raffles City 
No. 268, Xizang Road (M), 
Shanghai, China 200001
+86 21 6340 3300

ascendmaterials.com
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